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Born in 2004 in the United Arab Emirates, 7e9a (Hessa) 
is an Emirati student in her junior year of high school. 
She has been an active volunteer since 2012, working 

with shelter animals, young children, and large groups 
of people. She values giving back to the community as a 

sense of contribution to the society.

In addition to volunteering, Hessa has multiple interests 
in varying categories. Her most devoted hobbies are seen 
in her artistic side, where she feels freedom in expression. 

This can be captured either by painting, building, 
drawing, playing instruments, or in this case, writing!

Art of Emotional Venting is her first anthology.
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me over the past couple of years. I’m grateful for having you 
in my life and being an important part of my story.
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It’s so alleviating to have the option to take overpowering feelings 
and transform them into words that make visuals. Writing poetry is 
my passion. Why? Because whenever I write, it feels like I enter a 
tunnel of creativity that leads me to another dimension of freedom.

As a 15-year-old beginning to experience the world and learning 
lessons of life, what’s always been by my side was the ability to 
write. Being able to channel my emotions into a form of art at 
any time of the day was my own aptitude. It started off as a coping 
mechanism, a way I could rant and vent out my crammed mind 
and heart.

The power of my emotions creates a whole language. Like a seed 
that simply grows endlessly. This collection of poems begins with 
my very first poem (written in 2019) until my current latest (2020). 
As you flip each page, it only improves. As my poetic voice speaks 
louder, and words grow in feelings.

This language of poetry increases one’s inspirational mind. 
No matter the topics, the feelings portrayed, the length of the 
poetry, art will always be art. And what creates art itself is driven 
ardor and dedication. Without further ado, I present: The Art of 
Emotional Venting…

Author’s Note
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She gives her queen a shake,
And sobs until the tears make

The only other sound’s the break,
Of distant waves and birds awake.

Classically Inspired
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My strong lover, you inspire me to write,
Invading my mind day and through the night,

Always dreaming about the sparkling kiss.
You stayed,

Then ran away into the mist.

My Lover
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Bad Mistake

Whose rose is that?
I think I know.

Its owner is quite angry though.

She gives her rose a shake and screams,
“I’ve made a bad mistake,” it seems.
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Anger

She rises from her cursed bed,
With thoughts of violence in her head,

A flash of rage and she sees red,
Without a pause I turned and fled.
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Mistake—
Biggest, irreparable, and undeniable,
Blundering, doubting, blaming.

Who’s to point out or whom to call
Braver that I, perhaps so long?

Mistake 0.2
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It was embroiled in her blood
As she recoiled with an ex love.

Hope is as it seems, a way to cope.

Frightened of the sound of getting crowned,
Lil’ Ms. Sunshine left without a found.

Lil’ Ms. Sunshine
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Childhood

Stands so tall like a mighty call,
Its thorns so sharp, could cut a tarp.

Whom thee stood on my tidy hood?
A little rose from my childhood.
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Heartbreak

Stands so tall like a mighty call,
Its thorns so sharp, could cut a tarp.

Whom thee stood on my tidy hood?
A little rose from my childhood.




